
WISDOM: THE VIRTUOUS WOMAN
The Book of Proverbs 

Section One: 
Chapters 1-9:  Preparation and Foundation

The question: Preparation and foundation for what?   
The answer: For entrance into wisdom’s house where we feast at her table.  

We are invited to come and sit at the feet of the teacher as he dialogues in whole sections 
and entire chapters establishing the great difference between Wisdom and Folly. 
Therefore, in chapters 1 thru 9 we are introduced to, and presented with all the book 
holds in its outreach to all mankind. The main cornerstone of our foundation is the 
defining of what it means to fear the Lord; it is to hate evil, and thus the door to wisdom 
is opened.  

We will go thru the whole chapter in class; these notes are for highlight purposes 
only to keep the overall thoughts before us for future reference. 

Chapter 1

Thread: The Introduction of True Knowledge; 

Key Verses: vv. 7 & 10

True wisdom and knowledge are here introduced. They are powerful allies to those who 
receive them; light they are in a fallen world. In stark contrast, folly is also introduced; 
treachery and ravaging of souls is the “fruit” of this path. Of light, there is none; it is a 
dark worship. We are exhorted to reject it. 

New Testament Link:
Jesus spoke again unto them, saying, I am the light of the world: he that follows me shall 
not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life. And the light shines in darkness; and 

the darkness comprehended it not. (John 8:12; 1:5) 
 

Our chapter is easily divided into three sections and captures the book as a whole: 

° Vv.1-9: Introduces wisdom and its surrounding “suns”; it tells us the purpose of 
why Proverbs was written. 

° Vv.10-19:  Introduces the violence of folly; it is the rejection and departure from 
vv.1-9. 
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° Vv. 20-33: Introduces the virtuous woman and her cry to the “simple ones” as 
well as the end of those who reject wisdom. 

1 The Proverbs of Solomon the son of David, king of Israel; 

We are immediately introduced to our first building block as outlined in our introduction. 
The writer and giver of these Proverbs is Solomon.  

• Solomon literally means “peaceable”.   
• He is the son of the “beloved” David, bringing peace.  
• He is also literally the “Beloved” of God the Father, for he was named “Jedidiah” 

at his birth by God (2 Sam. 12:24-25). Jedidiah means “Beloved of the Lord”.  

In addition, we must remember why Solomon is able to write these tenets of wisdom: it 
was the result of “a dream and a prayer”. This is found in 1 Kings 3:5-12. In considering 
all the above (the meanings of Solomon’s names, the request for wisdom, and Solomon’s 
vast and unchallenged reign), the foreshadowing of Christ is unmistakable: 

• Jesus is the Beloved of God, (Matt.3:17; Eph. 1:6)  
• He is THE King the Father set on His Holy Hill of Zion, saying “Ask of Me and I 

will give Thee… Psalm 2:6-9! 
• Jesus is the wisdom of God personified (Matt. 3:17; 1 Cor.1:29-30; Col.2:2-3)  
• His words were gracious (Lk.4:22), imparted life (Jno. 6:68), and were with 

authority (Matt. 7:29). Proverbs is deeply concerned that the words one speaks 
be of life, healing, and thus, wisdom. 

• As mentioned above, Solomon’s reign was vast and secure; many from all over 
the earth came to hear his wisdom—and a greater than Solomon is here 
(Matt.12:42).  

• Jesus is indeed the bringer of Peace; He is the Prince of Peace (Lk.2:14, 
Jno.14:27, Isa.9:6)!  

• All this is a great preview of the reign of Christ in his eternal kingdom at the 
regeneration of the earth. (see Isa.2; Psa.72; Rev. 21-22, etc.).  

But Beloved Brothers & Sisters! All this is for us as well! Consider the likes of 
Matthew 7:7 and James 1:5 as a mustard seed sampling! ☺ Our God is for us as! 

Vv.2-9- Here we embark on one long continuation of thought. These verses tell us in no 
uncertain terms why the book was written (discuss); here we note v. 7 and then 8-9:  

7 The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge: but fools despise wisdom and 
instruction.  
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**We must here define what the fear of the Lord is: The fear of the LORD is to hate evil: 
pride, arrogancy, and the evil way, and the forward mouth, do I hate.   Prov.8:13 

Theological niceties that speak of the fear of God being “reverential respect” 
notwithstanding, the Bible has defined itself for you.  To fear God is to HATE evil; that is 
the beginning of true knowledge. (Remember wisdom is outside of us; it must be learned) 

Note the first word defining evil: PRIDE! This is followed by arrogance, the evil way, 
and the rebellious mouth:  all these opposite of LOVE, which would fulfill the Law. One 
can have “reverential respect” yet be filled w/ pride—they actually don’t fear God then! 
(think the religious world)  
  
Not only do we have the definition of what it means to fear God here, we also have a 
blessed insight into wisdom that gives us relief.  What I mean is that wisdom is not some 
mystical and ethereal “trip” that renders one “super spiritual” and therefore 
untouchable. There are no mountains with shards of glass to climb on your knees to get 
“wisdom”! If you do that, all you will get is cut up knees, not to mention the reputation as 
unwise.  

True wisdom is about understanding a right heart motive, leading to right action, 
and promoting the sanctity of life…the opposite of PRIDE! 

(c.f. James 3:13-18)

8 My son, hear the instruction of thy father, and forsake not the law of thy mother: 
9 For they shall be an ornament of grace unto thy head, and chains about thy neck. 

~Remember The Law: Honor thy Father/Mother!  As God is the Father and wisdom His 
helpmeet, the teaching here is from father and mother. Certainly many people have come 
from bad home situations where the counsel was not good.  

The contemplation in Proverbs is that IF the counsel of father and mother is founded in 
wisdom, it is not to be rebelled against. Indeed, it will be a hedge of protection for you; it 
will beautify you---hence the word picture of ornament and necklace! 

The “hearing” in Proverbs is with the heart as God pointed out to Solomon, I have given 
thee a wise and understanding heart.  It is where wisdom it taught and received (Psalm 
51:6).  Now we are ready for the first exhortation to reject evil. 

Vv.10-19- These verses provide a contrast with vv.1-9. Thus, what follows 
is not the right use of knowledge, nor bears the mark of justice, discretion, 
or love. It is the treachery of life without God. It is the world with its 
TRUE colors, not sugar coated and they bring home the verses of 1 John 
5:19 and Galatians 1:4 respectively. 
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10 My son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not… If they say, Come with us, let 
us… 

Sin is defined as one who transgresses the law of God (1 John 3:4). To depart from the 
instruction of God, one must be “enticed”. To entice is to incite or instigate by hope or 
desire, to seduce; to lead astray by promises or persuasions. This is a very powerful 
definition in light of what is to come w/ Harlot Folly! Let’s note key things here: 

Note the unity of sinners— if they say. The one thing that the world can unite against is 
God. The reason for this is God’s testimony that its works are evil (Jno.3:19, 15:22). This 
much is evident as even Pilate and Herod became “friends” due to their mutual desire to 
be rid of Jesus Christ (Luke 23:12).  

Note the extreme description of vv.11-12: This is important because most don’t think of 
sin in this extreme context. There is no mercy, there is no compassion, no discretion, no 
wisdom, and no love: there is NO FEAR OF GOD! 

Therefore, there is no sanctity of life —the innocent without cause.  Sin has no 
investment in life…only in destruction.  Remember dear saint the brutality of the cross; 
that is why Jesus said, The Son of man is betrayed into the hands of sinners. 
(Mk.14:41). They hated him without cause (Jno.15:25); yet he was the innocent blood 
(Matt. 27:4).  

Vv.13-22: The false hope and self-deception of the sinners  

What’s in view here is what the sinner thinks is going to happen vs. the reality of his end. 
The truth is that all the planning and expectation of gain the sinner has toward the 
unsuspecting is really preparation for their own destruction.  Indeed, our “gain” is God 
himself (Gen. 15:1-3). We are already rich, why then should we seek after vain 
materialism that cannot save in the day of wrath? Lady Wisdom desires better, and so we 
are now introduced to her, 

Vv.20-33- We are now introduced to the Virtuous Woman—Lady 
Wisdom! Remember the concept of personification! When God gave Adam 
his wife Eve, he declared they shall become one—and what God hath 
joined together let not man put asunder.  This is to epitomize unity and 
faithfulness, not just in marriage but in every aspect of our lives. This is 
true love that promotes the sanctity of life—this is the work of wisdom, and 
what the Serpent actively tries to destroy thru his “helpmeet” Harlot 
Folly!   
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Vv.20-23 – The Cry Of The Virtuous Woman.

The word “cry” is strong in Hebrew; it implies a loud wail of sorts, deep from within. 
This is no mere “exercise of duty”; it is a deep and passionate blast from the gut of God 
to save men—just like Jesus cried so often in the Gospel’s! Hence the public and wide-
openness of Lady Wisdom! This is contrasted w/ the secretiveness of the Strange 
Woman! Lady Wisdom has nothing to hide for her motives are pure and right, desiring 
the best and good welfare of mankind who was made in the image of God!    

Note the “terrible trinity” here in v.22:  

~The simple in Proverbs means not wise; silly. The person is totally amalgamated into 
the thinking of the world. This is not the same usage as in 2 Corinthians 11:3 where 
“simplicity” is a good thing.  
~A scorner is one who holds something in extreme contempt, to despise, and to think it 
unworthy.  
~And a fool is the despiser of wisdom and instruction.  
However the great blessing is that God reaches out to man ALL DAY LONG! Turn…
and I will pour out! Wisdom WANTS us to be wise and embrace her!  

Vv.24-33- The Result Of Rejection. 

Note well in this section that the terrible end described is the result of choices made. 
Instead of the receiving and seeking of vv.1-4, here is presented the rejection of wisdom’s 
outreach.  

*Note the words used describing what men have done and what will come upon them for 
refusing wisdom! The question must be asked, when do these things come upon them?  
There is certainly a practical side in that foolish choices can have extreme results in our 
lives currently lived—and they do!  

However, in strict adherence to the incredible descriptions here, I believe the primary 
application of Proverbs 1:26-33 is the final judgment and state of the wicked.  There is a 
time when it will be: 

° Too late for repentance, too late for forgiveness, and too late to receive help from 
the Lord!  

This helps answer not only the “laugh” of wisdom in v.26, but also v. 28 that says Then 
shall they call upon me, but I will not answer; they shall seek me early, but they 
shall not find me…  

➢ Scriptures are all too clear that God is always ready to forgive, and help when one 
reaches out to Him in their despair in this life. He also takes no pleasure on the 
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death of the wicked, etc. (Ezek. 18:23) BUT…it is appointed unto men once to 
die and then the judgement. (Heb. 9:26).   

At this point in time God is not obligated to, nor can He, rescue anyone. In addition, God 
will be perfectly justified in his rebuke and sentence of the wicked “at this time”. The 
“laugh” is interpreted as “mock” in the very same verse, being used in the sense of “you 
mocked and despised me, now you see!”   

All through, Proverbs talks about “the time” when the expectation of the wicked will be 
cut off… their candle will be blown out…they will be overthrown…this is because the   
Strange Woman’s…feet go down to death, her steps take hold on hell. (5:5)…and as 
her follower one also would…mourn at the last, when thy flesh and body are 
consumed and say, How I have hated instruction, and my heart despised reproof…! 
(5:11-12) 

This also settles the issue of the wicked seemingly getting a free pass at times; justice 
delayed is not justice denied. God will be totally justified in His judgments on this day. 

The chapter ends with a fitting statement,  But whoso hearkens unto me shall dwell 
safely, and shall be quiet from fear of evil. 

The LORD is my shepherd….. 

In accordance with Luke 24:44, 
Proverbs 1 speaks of Christ in the following ways:

∼ In vv.1-9, Jesus possessed all these tremendous attributes of wisdom. One needs 
simply to read Isa.11: 1-ff to see the blessed prophecy of our Savior Jesus and 
compare this with 1 Cor. 1:30-31. He is our wisdom, righteousness, sanctification, 
and everything! 

∼ In vv.10-19, we certainly understand that Jesus was the sinless Lamb of God. He 
consented not unto sinners, laid not in wait for anyone’s blood, nor destroyed anyone. 
Indeed, he was the rescuer of the downtrodden! He was the innocent one that they 
killed without cause. 

~ In vv.20-23, concerning the universal and inclusive cry of wisdom, we see Jesus in the 
gospels crying and offering life to “whosoever will”. Did not the Lord Jesus cry out in 
public many times? (Jno.7:37-39). Did He not at times say How Long? As He sighed 
deeply on spirit at the hardness of hearts (Mk. 8:12, 9:19) ?   
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∼ In vv.24-32, Jesus gave ample warning concerning the judgment to come, showing 
what would happen to those who would reject the Prince of life and His words of life. 
(Matt.13:41-42, etc.) 

∼ In v.33, We have the final refrain of the chapter that again affirms the safety and 
peaceable life wisdom can give. All who have been touched by the Lord Jesus and 
have come into His fold can readily attest to this promise. It is Jesus who said, Come 
unto me all that labor and are heavy laden and I will give you rest.  (Matt.11:28; 
John 10:11, 27; Psalm 23, etc.) 
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